
Chapter 111 – THE '7-11 INTERACTION'

♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.3 – '11' & INNER PRE-RELIGION (“not yet”)
Before we examine specific '7-11' interactions such as Libra on the cusp of the 

11th house, let's '♀ reflect', in a more general way, on the 11th archetype ('11')...
If, dear reader, you have read through more than a few of our essays, you will 

be aware that our overall attitude to '11' is '–ve'... agreed, in theory, '11' is as neutral 
as all the other archetypes but, for the FA-er, '11' is as seductive to the mind as '12' is 
seductive to feeling and, so, there is a need to neutralize '11''s '+ve' siren song. Given 
that astrology is linked to '11', this could even mean neutralizing astrology!! The fact 
that FA exists, however, means that, in the end, we do want to balance '–ve' & '+ve'...

One of the more '+ve' aspects of '11' is that, as indicated in our heading, it has 
an 'inner' orientation i.e. the “introverted” Aquarian can be just as contemplative as 
any compassionate Buddha... the “revolutionary” aspect of '11', as Jung pointed out, 
is a secondary phenomenon that occurs when the individual gets inklings that things 
have gone 'too far in' and, then, tries to repair this situation too quickly. Or, to put it 
in anti-clockwise terms, the individual doesn't have the Temperance to see what '5-6-
7-8-(9-10)' might contribute to the 'central life' that sits between 'inner life' & 'outer 
life'. Mythologically, we note Ouranos' '11 inTemperance' & disinterest in the time it 
takes for children to mature... he prefers to stuff them back into the womb. The most 
familiar 21stC example of this, of course, is the suicide bomber's rationale for dealing 
with a neotenous Homo sapiens crawling ever-so-slowly through its '2-3-4 infancy'. 

These points require us to expand our 'triangularist' schema (of 'Ch.109/110') 
like so...

… and, as indicated by our '11 not-yet-religion' subtitle, we align 'spirituality' 
with the individual & 'religion' with the collective. We take the extra step of aligning 
'11' with 'not-yet' religious because (i) religion is a phenomenon that springs up from 
the '12 collective unconscious' (from mythology), & (ii) the healthiest attitude to take 
to everything (including 'religion') is the anti-clockwise attitude...

Now, as scholars of Islam tell it, Muhammad would wrestle with Allah's angel 
long before he would learn about the Biblical myth i.e. 'pagan' Adam-Eve-Cain-Abel 
was superseded by 'monotheist' Abraham-Sarah-(Hagar)-Isaac-(Ishmael). Yet, when 
Muhammad learned of the Arabian-Jewish myth that Allah had taken care of Hagar 
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& Ishmael after they were abandoned by Abraham, he was able to add an, if belated, 
mythological context... all aided, no doubt, by the story that, Abraham had re-united 
with Ishmael after he had grown to build the temple of Kabah (i.e. the 'cube' around 
which all Muslims walk at least once in their lives). In other words, Islam was a kind 
of 'sleeping (pre)-religion' that would have to wait for 2½ millennia to 'wake'.

The reason Islam had remained 'asleep' was that there wasn't enough tension 
between the 'socialist' (i.e. collective's benefit outweighing individual rights) attitude 
of the Arabian tribes and the 'capitalist' (i.e. an individual's right to stockpile wealth 
in the face of collective poverty) attitude of empires. The tension finally appeared via 
the wealth that could be made in Mecca in the 6thC... and it would be released via the 
“Recitations” of Muhammad that were compiled in the Koran. With 2½ millennia of 
'socialist' history behind them, the ears of the Arabians could hear what Muhammad 
was Reciting... alms-giving was one of the “five pillars of Islam”. The question would 
become, however: what percentage of alms? Bin Laden, for example, had a different 
percentage in mind than do the Saudi Arabian royals... 

Hence the tenting of the borders at the top end of FA's 'triangularist' schema: 
an Islamic theocracy could just as easily apply Cartesian doubt to Platonic Forms to 
increase its percentage of interest in 'centre' life as it could withhold Cartesian doubt 
to decrease its percentage of interest. Democracy (a man, no matter how 'gestational' 
or 'infantile' he is, gets his equal vote) has no provision for 'centre life' and, as shown 
in our schema via the lack of an angled–thickened 'inner' life border, democracy has 
no path to a “temple” that could preserve 'centre life'. Although democracy seems to 
be aligned with 'outer life' science, it is always worth quoting astronaut-psychologist, 
“Searle” (Cliff Curtis), from Danny Boyle's “Sunshine”: “no, we won't (vote), we are 
not a democracy; we are a collection of astronauts & scientists; we are going to make 
the most informed decision available to us”.

Socialism, whether it be secular or Islamic, can only work for Homo sapiens if 
it includes a sense of (what FA calls) “collectivation” i.e. some kind of rite-of-passage 
through '3' is needed to appreciate '5-6-7-8''s contribution to an anti-clockwise entry 
into '9-10-11'. As noted, however, monotheism, rather than take a “progressive” path 
from Abraham to the present, has taken the “regressive” path, from '7', through '3''s 
Tower of Babel, into '1-(12)-11''s Eden-ic, neonatal hallucination that equality can be 
imposed from without by force e.g. reeling-(falcons)-drones. While we are musing on 
Danny Boyle's movies, let's roll forward to monotheism's 21stC predicament i.e. “127 
Decades” (or is it “127 Centuries”?) of '1-(12)-11 regression'... “ooops”.

The '3 arm' that monotheism needs to sever is the refusal by the secular West 
to understand that God chooses prophets along '3 language' lines i.e. the language of 
Jesus doesn't translate into Arabic well enough to instil the required sense of divinity 
(and, in the same way, a Koran translated into the language of Jesus won't be able to 
instil a sense of divinity in the way that an Arabic Qu'ran does). In other words, God 
needs to be thermodynamically Theist more than eternally Deist... the content might 
always be the same but, in order to carry things down from '11', and through '3', the 
language needs to develop. Indeed, the Koran itself makes the point that Allah sends 
124,000 prophets. The question begs, therefore, whether the 3rd Millennium's “Tower 
of Babel” has more than 124,000 rooms.



LIBRA on the 11th HOUSE CUSP
Longstanding readers will be already aware that FA views the 11th house cusp 

as a 'border' between the (topographic) “superego” & the (topographic) “supraego”. 
This means that it is a subtler 'border' than that made, by the '10 superego', between 
the “ego (and id, and ig)” and the outside world. Indeed, it is a 'border' that students 
of Freud won't be able to find anywhere in his opus, even if it is clear that Freud was 
referring to it whenever he wrote about the “ego ideal” against which the superego is 
ever keen to judge a failing ego. If we are justified in characterizing the ascendant & 
the M.C. as “miserable surfaces”, then we can go on to say that the 11th house cusp is 
a “miserable inner–surface”. Although Libra straddling the 11th house cusp might be 
expected to take a '7 balanced' attitude to this inter-(sur)-face, we need to remember 
that '7–11' is a 'doubled–up air' interaction and, therefore, any 'mid-(balance)-point' 
that is established may be a sterile 'point' of intellectual difference instead of a fertile 
'point' between one pole of intellect and one pole of feeling...  

So, here we are again, slipping into a negative attitude to what seems to be the 
quintessentially positive house... but that's the point! i.e. until the individual can look 
at his/her “groups, ideals, hopes & wishes” from the diametric vantage point (his/her 
5th house cusp), s/he will operate “supra(=un)-consciously” inside it and, in turn, s/he 
will likely join a group that has a winter/frozen attitude to growth. In noting that Liz 
Greene has Libra on her 11th house cusp and, therefore, is likely to take a “balanced” 
view, let's quote, “much has been written about 'group consciousness' in esoteric and 
humanistic psychology circles e.g. an ideal toward which the individual should apire; 
when the group gets together for a spot of soccer hooliganism or Klu Klux Klanning, 
one can hardly speak of a more evolved consciousness... yet such activities reflect the 
11th house”. Or, as Bilbo Baggins helps to explain '(4)-5-6-7-(8) Middle Earth' “for all 
Hobbits share a love for things that grow”.

We typed the word “frozen” in the prior paragraph because, as is so often the 
case, Walt Disney's fascination with fairy tales comes to the aid of FA's explanations; 
early on in his career, Walt had tried to bring Hans Christian Anderson's “The Snow 
Queen” to the cinema... but it wasn't until 2013 that “Frozen” arrived in the theatres 
to Oscar-winning acclaim. In Disney's variation, we are able to see that '5-(across-to) 
11 diametric objectivity', although helpful to the 'doubled up air' of Libra on the 11th 

house cusp, still has its problems i.e. although '1 Aries-fire-haired' “(junior) Princess 
Anna” has the capacity to find '5 romance', her '7 Libra-cool-white-haired' “(senior) 
Princess/Queen Elsa” sister, having been born (& cursed) with '7-11 balanced' access 
to '11 archetypal' realm, is able to spot her junior sibling's immature attitude to love, 
but can do nothing about it... but, before discussing this further, we need to roll back 
to the earliest scenes...

As children, the sibling princesses invoke Plato's description of the archetypal 
realm i.e. although we all soak up the archetypal realm as we gestate through '11/12', 
most of us (e.g. Anna) forget that we had done so... the reason that most of us hunger 
for religion & myth is that our forgetting is only partial; meanwhile, a fewer number 
of us forget this realm so poorly (e.g. Elsa) that our access to it becomes a sword that 
cuts both ways... note the scene where the wise old troll tells Elsa about her power. In 
terms of a horoscope with Libra on the 11th house cusp, we can assume that Elsa and 
Anna share an '11-Aquarius-cusped' 3rd house... and, from it, Elsa is zapped–enough 



by '11' to want to “regress” to the 11th house, while non-zapped Anna can stick to the 
anti-clockwise, '4-5-6 ego-developmental' path. Because Pisces is most likely to be on 
the I.C., it comes as no surprise that the parents leave the story by virtue of a sunken 
boat. For Jungians, the (psychological and/or physical) absence of a parent is sure to 
throw a child even further into the archetypal realm than his/her horoscopic 'nature' 
would otherwise predict it and, so, it is instructive that this plot point given emphasis 
in Disney's variation. For Freudians, the (psychological and/or physical) absence of a 
parent is unfortunate for female children insofar they are shut off from the chance to 
use the parental marriage as the anvil upon which a daughter can resolve her intense 
emotions about her mother i.e. a daughter's “first love” with her mother is shattered 
by the discovery that this same “first love” is also her “castrator”. (As we have noted 
in earlier essays, Freud's view would ultimately morph into Klein's “good breast” vs. 
“bad breast” dichotomy and Winnicott's view that a daughter can notice her father's 
love for her mother and use it as a “transitional object” i.e. it helps her to 'transition' 
from “insulted phallic masculinity” over to “happy genital feminine”).  

Elsa's retreat to her “frozen” winter height brings with it the side effect of her 
summery kingdom bearing the brunt of an out-of-season winter storm. This instils '1 
desire' in Anna to bring her sister back in from the cold. At this juncture, we can see 
Anna as “progressing”, from '(1)-5', through '6-7-8-9-10', to '(7)-11', or “regressing”, 
from '(1)-5', through '4-3-2-1-12', to '(7)-11'... but, either way, she is slated for failure 
because she mistakenly assumes that her own airy reasonable-ness can compete with 
Elsa's airy reasonable-ness. Elsa's problem has nothing to do with reason... she is too 
close to her “insulted masculinity” i.e. her snow-monster power animus.

As Jungian psychologist, Mary Louise von Franz, has pointed out, many fairy 
tales include helpful creatures of the natural world (of instinct) and, in “Frozen”, we 
see both a helpful reindeer, “Sven”, and a helpful snowman, “Olaf”, who performs a 
similar function to “Jiminy Cricket”, of “Pinocchio” i.e. he is the voice of conscience, 
the “love expert”. Olaf is the voice that helps the heroine to understand that love has 
a sacrificial quality. It is noteworthy that Anna's immature '5 heart' suffers a mortal 
wound... but this mortality is what “saves” Elsa i.e. Elsa is locked in a realm wherein 
there is no time-flow (Einstein's '11/12' spacetime). In other words, it is the heroine's 
mortality that saves her from the Dracula-ish immortality of the 4th quadrant. Death 
is everybody's redemption, if they can only realize it. Geneticists tell us that we have 
genes that urge us to survive at all costs but, if we realize that exogamy thrives when 
the old get out of the way of the young, we then realize that there could be even more 
genes urging us to die at all costs. In other words, it makes better sense to view urges 
to live forever as spilling from '11/12 ideas' much more than from '8 genetics'. This is 
important to '7-11' insofar as Scorpio's 30º is usually mired in the “unconsciousness” 
of the 12th house. Psychological astrologer, Howard Sasportas, writes us that Pluto in 
the 12th house is often accompanied by a fear of death.

The 11th house is not associated with “unconsciousness” because, in FA's view, 
air is simply too airy to allow the use of this word. The trouble is, however, that what 
is called “transpersonal (supra) consciousness” can be just as distant from “personal 
consciousness” as is the “collective unconscious”. Joining a group that views itself as 
“conscious” could be a case of pulling on one's own shoelaces to pull oneself 'up'.



EXAMPLE 111A 

14yrs on from “Wuthering Heights” (14yrs on from the transit of Saturn over 
his 5th house cusp: see 'Vol.5:Pt.3'), William Wyler would get the chance to reflect on 
'5 romance' frustrated by '10 Saturn' across his horoscope's '11-5 diameter'. In 1953, 
rom-com lovers would put “Roman Holiday” at the top of their list. It was somewhat 
atypical of rom-coms insofar as the 2nd act (i.e. “boy loses girl” as a result of the girl's 
discovery that the boy has not owned up to a critical secret) lasts for about 3 minutes 
(i.e. the final scene when “Princess Ann” (Audrey Hepburn) realizes that her consort 
through the tourist traps of Rome, “Joe Bradley” (Gregory Peck), was not motivated 
by romance but by potential paparazzi money), whereas, in most romantic comedies, 
the 2nd act lasts for 30minutes. Despite this movie's a-(arche)-typicality, it has a lot to 
say about FA's take on the 'zodiac-horoscope-phase-shift'...

Longstanding readers are aware that FA takes the 60º Cancer–Leo sector as a 
symbol of the semi-human-divine queen-king marriage. The fully–human commoner 
will “project” his/her inner queen-king marriage onto royal couples in the real world 
and, if s/he can retrieve his/her “projection”, s/he has a foothold from where s/he can 
reach fully–human Virgo. When Cancer-Leo runs through to the 9th house (as it does 
in Wyler's horoscope), the spiritual meaning of the royal couple begins to take centre 
stage. This is exactly what Princess Ann would like to move beyond as she runs away 
into the Roman night but, of course, moving beyond also means a re-descent into the 
left hemisphere for those who have Virgo on the M.C. & Libra on the cusp of the 11th 

house... and, therefore, it also means a return to duty and responsibility. The ongoing 
'joke' of this rom.com is that commoners can't retrieve “projections” and, therefore, 
they can't empathize with a princess who wants to move beyond being a princess.

Either side of “Roman Holiday”, William directed two films that touch on the 
issue of the distance between royals and commoners... even if the 'royals' of his films, 
“The Heiress” & “A Big Country”, are aristocrats rather than kings & queens. From 
the Freudian perspective, however, these two films nicely illustrate the 'un-balanced' 
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father-daughter relationship... in “The Heiress”, the loss of balance comes virtue of a 
loveless non-relationship and, in “The Big Country”, the loss of balance comes virtue 
of an overattached pseudo–relationship (i.e. “identity”). We pair these films because, 
deeper down, they are less about father-daughter as they are about absent mother...

In “The Heiress”, we see the aristocratic and wealthy “Doctor Sloper” (Ralph 
Richardson) unable to grieve the passing of his wife. That his marriage produced the 
poorest of copies of her – a daughter, “Catherine” (Olivia de Havilland) – serves only 
to intensify his sense of what he has lost and, so, he can't love his daughter. He is also 
emotionally stupid enough to not 'get' that his daughter chooses an unsuitable suitor, 
“Maurice” (Montgomery Clift), because she is cut off from his love. Meanwhile...

In “The Big Country”, things have swung too far because, here, the daughter, 
“Julie” (Carrol Baker), in mother's absence, becomes a 'wife' to “Maj. Henry Terill” 
(Charles Bickford) and, in turn, can't supercede her bond to her father to her suitor, 
“James” (Gregory Peck), the hero of '7 Libran diplomacy'. Julie is unable to see that 
her father is unheroically attached to his '2 Taurean property'. Fathers need to (i) let 
their daughters attach but (ii) maintain the attachment at medium temperature. 

Hollywood history has something of a Jupiter-Saturn 20yrs cycle about it: the 
“silent era” 1910's & 1920's (peaking in 1919, Charlie's “Tramp”); the “golden years 
of Hollywood” 1930's & 1940's (peaking in 1939, “Gone With the Wind”, “Wizard of 
Oz”, “Wuthering Heights”); the “BIG screen (struggle-against-TV)” 1950's & 1960's 
(peaking in 1959, “Ben Hur”); the studios collapse (lost the struggle) 1970's & 1980's 
(peaking in 1979, Zoetrope's “Apocalypse Now”, and Hand-Made's “Life of Brian”); 
the digital-CGI-revolution 1990's & 2000's (peaking in 1999 “The Matrix”). William 
Wyler's long career ran all the way from the silent era – he was part of MGM's staff 
when it was making of the silent 1925 version of “Ben Hur” – through to the collapse 
of the studios. While directing the 1959 version of “Ben Hur” he wryly asked his title 
actor, Charlton Heston, if he knew which one of his junior staff would direct the next 
re-make. Because the second re-make would appear 60years after the first (2016), we 
can guess that these junior staffers, now pushing their zimmer frames, wouldn't care 
that they had naught to do with yet another CGI trick-fest. Although, to be fully fair, 
the new version's chariot race has a similar level of 'reality'.

As you can see from the dates above, dear reader, “Ben Hur”'s Saturn cycle is 
a bit “off” i.e. 1925-1959 = 34 (not 29) years. The fact remains, however, that the film 
was “green lit” in 1953 & “special effects” shooting began as early as 1954. The main 
reason for the delay was producer's, Sam Zimbalist's, difficulty in finding a director. 
Wyler was hired as Saturn transited from his ascendant to make an opposition to his 
ascendant ruler, Pluto... yet, given the Jupiterian theme of “Ben Hur”, the delay may 
be more a function of William's (1959) Venus-(now-in-Leo)-to-Jupiter-(in-Aquarius) 
and Sun-(now-in-Virgo)-to-Neptune/Moon-(in-Cancer) “progressions”.

Instead of wild horses, “Ben-Hur” throws up wild chariots. The subtext of the 
chariot race is that, although Judaism has the determination to outlast Roman myth, 
it lacks the access to pity that will underwrite the religious development of Mankind. 
Rather than horses, “The Chariot” of the tarot's major arcana depicts creatures that 
are more like lions... it is more difficult to 'break' cats than horses. This is confirmed 
by the next card “Strength”. Chrisitianity needs strong Femininity to redeem Itself.



VENUS IN AQUARIUS
Although Venus is the ruler of both Taurus and Libra, we have some cause to 

tip the balance of our interpretation towards Libra when Venus enters any of the air 
signs i.e. Venus in Aquarius has a 'doubled-up air' quality about it. In any case...

We are hoping that you, dear reader, are now familiar enough with our theme 
for the 'introverted ('9-10-11-12') archetypes' that you almost don't need to read this 
section e.g. Q: which is better? a horoscope that has an 'empty' Aquarian 30º sector? 
or, a horoscope that has a natal personal planet in Aquarius? A: if the individual can 
draw the natal and transiting 'voices' of the '9-10-11-12-ed' planet into a “conscious” 
dialogue – especially (for a natal planet in Aquarius) when the 180º opposition forms 
from Leo – s/he can be 'happy' about his/her placement. Otherwise, we would worry 
that the planet will succumb to the “regressive” '12-11-10-9 impulse' that is typically 
the case for the natal collective planet in Aquarius. (Now, at this point, some readers 
will 'complain' that the large “gassy” planets, although they may need a few decades 
to make their way from Aquarius to Leo, are just as capable of the kind of diametric 
dialogue that we have placed at the feet of the smaller “rocky” planets... and, yes, we 
admit this 'complaint'; but, to take '9-11-01' as an example – Uranus and Neptune in 
Aquarius – we can see that we have to wait another 25yrs or so before Uranus in Leo 
has its say about Uranus in Aquarius and, in the meantime, U.S. politics continues to 
roll out its '(3-2-1)-12-11-10-(9)' Olympic carpet to ever-diminishing returns; as Zeus 
has made clear, humans copying the 'senior' Greek gods is always a bad idea).   

In other words, Venus could work to harmonize the revolutionary impulses of 
Aquarius or, alternatively, the revolutionary impulses of Aquarius could discount the 
harmonizing impulses of Venus to bring about an idealizing, impractical & 'up in the 
air' attitude to relationship. (Now, at this point, readers who have Venus in Aquarius 
somewhere in lower hemisphere will 'complain' that Venus' transit to Leo sees Venus 
'riding high' in the horoscope and, so, transiting Venus won't be quite so 'grounding' 
in this case.... and, yes, we admit this 'complaint' i.e. although the 'zodiac-horoscope-
phase-shift' can bring some confusion, it also has a neutralizing effect). So where are 
we to look for this dichotomy in mythology?...

FA's answer: the Greek 'junior' god, Zephyrus... the divine personification of 
the “east wind” that delivers Psyche from her potential doom at the hands of the '10 
monster' to her '12 unconscious' marriage bed. In short, Zephyrus generates a sense 
of anti-clockwise development that we don't get with Uranus (or, even, Prometheus). 
To be sure, the 30º+ journey from '10' to '12' is nothing to write home about, but it is 
enough to keep Psyche's story alive. Indeed, given that Psyche's sisters are '3-ish', we 
can say that Zephyrus delivers Psyche as far down as '3' (yeah, OK, still not much to 
write home about). And, let's not put too fine a point on it: to be straighforwardly '7 
marital', even if Zephyrus had delivered Psyche to her '6-Maidenhood', it would still 
not be much to write home about. As we shall note in the Venus sections of upcoming 
chapters, Psyche's journey involves lower hemispheric 'tasks' that have naught to do 
with Zephyrus. This hints at the '–ve' aspect of the '±' combo that was highlighted at 
the beginning of this section... 

Indeed, Zephyrus distance (“dissociation”?) from Psyche's lower hemispheric 
tasks is, itsef, symbolized by his jealous rivalry with Apollo for the affection of the ill 
fated Hyacinthus. Rather than female, like Psyche, Hyacinthus is human male whom 



becomes the object of worship for his beauty... as Apollo courted Hyacinthus, a game 
of quoits was begun but jealous Zephyrus blew one of the quoits off target enough to 
crack Hyancinthus fatally on the head. FA's more intutive readers may have spotted 
the “narcissistic flower boy” element of Hyacinthus that deserves comparison to that 
most famous of all “narcissistic flower boys”, Narcissus... and, of course, as has been 
noted throughout “4 Corners of the Cosmos”, we hold the view that the 4th '10-11-12' 
quadrant is the “narcissistic-masochistic” quadrant.

When I explain narcissitic-masochism to Capricornians & Pisceans, I am able 
to draw mythological 'support' (well, at least with regards the masochism part) from 
the Christian myth e.g. Capricorn-Sun Christ would sooner be the victim of violence 
than be its instrument; Pisces is Christ's “aion”. When it comes to Aquarians, I have 
a much bigger mountain to climb because (i) it is difficult to see how the idealisms & 
progressivisms of '11' could ever be self-punishingly masochistic & (ii) it is almost an 
insult to suggest that Aquarius is self-centred enough to be narcissistic...

But, this is precisely the point i.e. the narcissism that is generated by a lack of 
'1 self' is more “compensatory” and, in turn, more insidious than the narcissism that 
is generated by getting bogged down in the 1st'1-2-3' person. In this, the FA-er would 
do well to crossover to Jung for a little while and review what he has to say about the 
mother archetype in his “Archetypes & the Collective Unconscious”... in “Resistance 
to the Mother” ('(d)' is the airy version), “this kind of daughter knows what she does 
not want, but is completely at-sea as to what she would choose as her own fate; all of 
her instincts are concentrated on the mother in the negative form of resistance... and, 
therefore, they are of no use in building her own life; her resistance can, on occasion, 
result in a spontaneous development of intellect, for the purpose of creating a sphere 
of interest in which the mother has no place; this development springs from her own 
needs & not at all for the sake of a man whom she would like to impress or dazzle by 
semblance of intellectual comradeship; its primary purpose is to break her mother's 
power by intellectual criticism and superior knowledge, so as to enumerate to her all 
her stupidities, mistakes in logic, and educational shortcomings... a development that 
is often accompanied by the emergence of masculine traits in general”.

Now, to return to Freud, we know that there is something maternal about the 
psychoanalytic hour e.g. the consulting room has a 'womby' feel. And, so, even when 
the psychoanalyst is male, the analysand will sense that mother is close by. When the 
analysand has Venus in Aquarius, matriarchal Capricorn can also be said to be close 
by... and, so, the analyst has the challenge of dealing with the analysand's struggle to 
undermine his/her analysis with intellectual criticism. When I find myself faced with 
this problem, I leave my explanations of narcissistic-masochism aside to focus on the 
differences between rebellion & curiosity i.e. any negative emotion that (re)-emerges 
in the analytic hour is, for the airy analysand, something to be rebelled against... this 
will lead, eventually, to a rebellion against psychoanalysis itself. As a result, I remind 
my '(doubled-up)–airy' analysands that, if they can maintain an attitude of curiosity 
towards me, there is less chance that they will rebel against their own '–ve' emotions. 
The great problem with airy planets is that negative emotions are taken to be useless 
rather than valuable sources of information. As I am making this attempt, of course, 
I'm wishing I had Venus in Taurus... but ♫ you can't always get what you want.



EXAMPLE 111B

 George Stevens deserves comparison to William Wyler not only because they 
were contemporaries (born 2yrs apart)... both were keen to direct films of all genres: 
comedies, musicals, period dramas, cops & crims, war films, epics. Their main point 
of difference was timing i.e. George's 'lighter genre' films (e.g. “Swing Time” and “A 
Damsel in Distress” are amongst our favourite early films) were made before WWII; 
and 'darker genre' films were made after WWII, whereas William was still directing 
'lighter genre' films (e.g. “Roman Holiday”) post WWII. In other words, George was 
philosophically-Sagittarianly disturbed by what he had witnessed during WWII and, 
as a result, he was keen to address this in his 'movies-with-a-message'...

5 years prior to Wyler's foray into westerns (“The Big Country”), George had 
already made his own 'western-with-a-message', “Shane”. In George's version, there 
is no “Big-Country-Gregory-Peck” '7 hero of Diplomacy'... rather, the hero, “Shane” 
(Alan Ladd), is a “damaged-goods” anti-hero. Shane is a gunslinger trying to put his 
violent past in the past but, as he tells it to his junior 'would-be', “Joey” (Brandon de 
Wilde) “a man has to be what he is, Joey; you can't break the mold; there's no living 
with a killing; there's no going back from one; right or wrong it's a brand; the brand 
sticks”. After his explanation, bullet-wounded Shane rides off into the sunset...

Risking, once more, our 'record-is-stuck' syndrome, 19thC-pre-P.T.S.D. Shane 
was correct i.e. before the 'remember-rather-than-re-live' developments that came to 
us courtesy of the early 20thC depth psychologists, those who had experienced violent 
action would be condemned to repeat violent action. Shane has enough morality that 
he sees the value of protecting others from the experience... but, of course, he doesn't 
quite manage to do so i.e. he has to use violence to prevent Joey's father from getting 
in a fight he can't win and, in any case, Joey sneakily follows Shane to his showdown 
and, as treaters of “(WWI) war neuroses” soon realized, witness can be as traumatic 
as action. Turning to George's transits & progressions, no astrologer will be shocked 
to see Saturn transiting George's Jupiter-Mars opposition, progressed Venus coming 
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to a simultaneous square and sextile to (respectively) progressed Uranus and Chiron 
and, to boot, a progressed new Moon in Aquarius. Rather than retreat to his cave, of 
course, Chiron-wounded Shane retreats to the wide open high ground.

All this, of course, opens up the question of whether the witness of violence in 
films might be as traumatic as seeing it “for real”. Because we don't have a “placebo 
Earth” that could show us how the 20thC might have unfolded if moving pictures had 
not been invented, we can't answer the question statistically. Moreover, the historical 
accounts of pre–20thC wars tell us that Homo sapiens can dish out plenty of nastiness 
without a moving picture within the realm of possibility. For George (and, to be sure, 
for many movie buffs, whether or not Sagittarius features strongly in their respective 
horoscopes), the answer comes out of the moral context that surrounds it i.e. a young 
child is 'fated' for exposure to gratuitous, uncontextualized violence in the real world 
(in kindergarten, if not earlier) and, so, rather than live in the phantasy that violence 
can be eliminated from human experience, it is better to admit the “reality” and look 
at what it means.

Back in 1951, in the year that Wyler was looking at crime through the eyes of 
a “repressed” detective (“Detective Story”), George would look at crime through the 
eyes of “taboo thinker” (“A Place in the Sun”). As noted throughout FA's “4 Corners 
of the Cosmos”, taboo thinking is at the core of psychoanalysis i.e. if the analysand is 
able to articulate his/her taboo thinking with the analyst, s/he will render him/herself 
less likely to “act out”. In “A Place in the Sun”, however, George had a philosophical 
interest in exploring the fuzzy (gray) zone between thinking, articulating and “acting 
out”... upwardly mobile “George Eastman” (Montgomery Clift) wants to rid himself 
of his pregnant girlfried, “Alice” (Shelley Winters), so the he can climb to glamorous 
“Angela” (Elizabeth Taylor). Although George succumbs to “acting out” for a while, 
he doesn't go through with his murderous intentions. Because Alice, in any case, dies 
by accidental drowning, we realize that, by virtue of his preparatory “acting out”, he 
is guilty of (a variation of) manslaughter... but, tragically, his serious-yet-forgiveable 
crime is punished by the electric chair. The priest who is supposed to bring solace on 
the brink of execution is extremely naughty for not clarifying this tragedy to George. 
For FA, this priest is one of cinemas greatest “naughty pseudo-spiritual boys”.

After seeing “Ben-Hur”, we can guess that George decided that he too should 
have a crack at the biblical epic. “The Greatest Story Ever Told” was likely intended 
for release in 1963 (i.e. at George's 2nd 59yrs Saturn return; note that natal Saturn is 
in the same sign as Venus) but the many production difficulties led to a release when 
Saturn had moved along to Pisces (i.e. the more appropriate sign for telling the Story 
that kicked us into the Age of Pisces). Despite this, there is plenty of Saturn–Venus in 
Aquarius tension to be seen... upon Jesus's departure from Lazarus' home, the sister 
of Lazarus says to her brother, “I'm frightened for h/Him; h/He is too Good”. This is 
a nice way of putting it that h/His Goodness might contain “compensatory” elements 
that undergoes a “decompensation” when the collective unconscious has deemed it a 
good time to connect itself to the collective supraconscious. The connecting rod is, of 
course, not so much a rod as two rods connected at the middle i.e. a c/Crucifix. With 
John Wayne's hilarious drawl rounding out the 4hr slog fest, it is no wonder that the 
Venus' Leo balance was only a decade away: “always look on the bright side of life”.




